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ABSTRACT: 

 

The usage of Unmanned Arial Vehicle (UAV) is undoubtedly very potential as well as very rapidly growing 

geospatial data acquisition method with disruptive role in the domain. The main focus of this research is to 

utilize an indigenous Quad-Copter to acquire spatial data in complex urban environment with a view to 

illustrating the potential using UAV data in urban planning and management activities including utility services. 

The study was conducted in a dense area of Dhaka city, the capital of Bangladesh. The process started with 

using an indigenous quad-copter; in this case, Mission-planner has been utilized to prepare a flight path for the 

UAV. After conducting the flight, extensive image processing has been operated, through synchronization of 

images, registration of the images, bundle block adjustment. For image processing and further extraction of 

data, Pix4DMapper and Correlator3D have been utilized. Moving forward, the processed images are used to 

prepare DTM, DSM, Orthographic images, and 3D point clouds. The process provided the data that are 

essential for several urban planning operations; such as Land Use planning, extracting urban volumetric data, 

extraction of vegetation structure, and common uses of DTM and DSM. The unique features of the UAV data for 

Dhaka is highly accurate, as Dhaka is mostly built us unplanned city, the urban fabric is very complex to extract 

data from medium or semi-high resolution optical satellite images. The UAV data used in this case study has 

provided 5cm resolution for orthophoto, planimetric accuracy of 2 cm and height accuracy of 5 cm.  This study 

seems to be very effective with special regards to time and cost saving with a significant improvement in data 

quality. This effort also helps us to overcome the limitations of cloud cover, spatial and temporal resolution of 

optical satellite images.    

1 Introduction 

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles or UAVs are fast becoming an immensely important medium of data collection for 

GIS and remote sensing works. Mainly originated for military purpose, now UAVs have been widely used for 

many multidisciplinary activities. In particular, for acquiring geo-spatial information in complex environment, 

UAVs play a vital role by ensuring accuracy, fast processing, smooth operation and personalized data acquiring 

method (Siebert & Teizer, 2014; Lari & El-Sheimy, 2015). In the era of digital revolution, UAVs are frequently 

used to acquire high resolution aerial photographs, different sensor imagery (i.e. hyper-spectral), real-time spatial 

data (i.e. traffic movement) and much more (Samad et al., 2013). In some areas of geo-spatial research UAV 

data are replacing satellite images, and conventional data collection methods, such as physical survey; due to 

their flexibility (Zongjian, 2008).  

In Bangladesh, planning and engineering related data are collected using traditional survey methods. 

Implementation and potentials of UAV in urban planning and engineering remain unexplored in Bangladesh. 
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From literature, it has been explored that use of UAV based data collection can not only save time, but can also 

improve the capacity of the planners and engineers with frequent and realizable data accessibility.  Therefore, in 

this study, using an indigenously developed UAV, within complex urban fabric of Dhaka city, Bangladesh; 

several spatial data essential for urban planning and management have been acquired. The research targets in 

explaining the ways of working with UAV in low cost, and timely manner. Additionally, the paper aims to 

discuss the process of the data collection and processing of images, and extraction of spatial information from 

UAV images. Additionally, this study also elaborates the possible use of these data in urban planning and their 

benefits over traditional method of data collection in urban environment.  

2 Methods and Materials 

2.1 Research flow and working process 

The research is carried out on six sequential steps (Figure 1); first the study area has been selected based on the 

requirements of an existing urban management project (Study area: Kalshi, Mipur, Dhaka City). In the second 

step, selection of UAV and the corresponding sensor carrier has been conducted. After selecting the carrier and 

its sensor, a flight path has been planned to operate the UAV on the desired line over the study area. This enables 

the operation of the carrier easier and effective considering the coverage, and time required by the carrier to 

cover the study area. In the next step (Step 3), the carrier was actually operated according to the flight path in 

order to capture raw images. This step is executed as a major task in the whole process, named as image 

acquisition. In the next step (Step 4) the raw collected images were processed to further generate project 

outcomes. In the final steps, the process images were used to generate project deliverables, orhto-mosaic photos, 

The Digital Terrain Model (DTM), the Digital Elevation Models (DEM), 3D point cloud, and others. 

 

Figure 1: Research flow diagram, indicating the working procedure to use UAV methods in this study. 

 

2.2 Technical specifications and flight path 

In this research, an indigenously developed UAV (drone) utilized. The drone was developed by AplombTechBD, 

a technological Start-Up firm in Bangladesh and they are working as off-shore development center for 

companies such as Infineon Technologies AG, and SinePulse GmbH. In this study, a multirotor type of UAV 

(Quadcopter) has been used (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2: AplombTechBD developed Quad-copter with action camera (GoPro Hero 3+) 

 

Use of Action Cameras (i.e. GoPro Hero 3) for Photogrammetry is a recent approach (Balletti et al., 2014). 

However, the advanced sensor of action cameras becoming popular for photogrammetry and in this case study, 

has been utilized to capture high resolution still images. Despite action cameras lack actual sensor attributes the 

proper calibration of the acquired images can result in highly accurate images with very high resolutions to 

ensure meaningful data extraction (Khanna et al., 2015; Balletti et al., 2014). The calibrated images of this action 

camera provide orhto images with 5 cm spatial resolution on the defined height of the drone. 

In order to operate the drone over an specific area, and a targeted object, a flight path plan was required, and here 

for dense urban conditions of the study area, a careful design of flight path was taken into action. Using 

ArduPilot Mission Planner 2, with MATLAB customization for specific path (Kochersberger et al., 2014), a 

complete flight path has been designed to operate the UAV (Figure 3). The reasons for using Mission Planner are 

quite clear; it is an open source autopilot project, that is highly customizable, which can work as a dynamic 

control operation module for autonomous UAVs. In this study, the flight path was planned following the road 

ways of the area of interest (as in dense urban setting it was difficult to operate in any direction, and also has 

altitude restrictions). The overall flight was timed for twenty minutes, and it covered approximately a corridor of 

two kilometers. 

 

 

Figure 3: flight path, area, flight time, and study area coverage. 

2.3 Image processing and information extraction  

The acquired automatic geo-referenced individual images require detail processing before extraction of 

information. In the process, synchronization of images, registration of the images, bundle block adjustment have 

been taken into action to prepare the ortho-image for further photogammetric information extraction (Figure 4). 

In this case, Pix4DMapper software has been utilized extensively to obtain Orthomosaics, Digital surface model 

(DSM), Digital terrain models (DTM), 3D point clouds (Unger et al., 2014). However, in addition to 

Pix4DMapper, Correlator3D software also been utilized for 3D model and point generation to ensure cross-
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validation of resulting outputs. Both software packages work on aerial triangulation process, and automate the 

process of creating feature points (Unger et al., 2014; Madani, 2012). 

 

 

Figure 4: Image processing and output generation stages.  

 

Before generating the final DSM, DTM and 3D point cloud from Orthomosaics bundle block adjustments for 

different blocks of images have been applied. This correction enabled proper positing of the image tiles and 

helps generate small ground sample distance (GSD), and this operation has also been conducted in Pix4D (Gini 

et al., 2013). Finally, after all processing and corrections, geo-corrected Orthomosaics, DSM, DTM and 3D 

points have been generated for the study area.  

3 Results and discussion  

During the operation of UAV (13 January, 2015 at 11:30 am) along the fight path (Figure 5), the camera 

captured 544 tiles of images along the flight path. The captured images were then processed and geo-corrected to 

develop the Orthomosaics. Figure 6 shows one of the images captured by the UAV in the study area. This clearly 

indicates the richness of details have on each image. Additionally, it is due to the flight height below the 

atmosphere, thus cloud coverage was not any issue for this kind of images. In this case, after producing the ortho 

image blocks, the team moves forward to produce DSM, DTM, and 3D point clouds. From all the images, we 

have produced 7 cm grid based DSM (Figure 7a), DTM (Figure 7b), corresponding hill-shade (Figure 7c) and 

drape original image on hill-shade image (Figure 7d). Mostly DSM and DTM were the requirements for the 

project we were working; they required high resolution DSM and DTM for analysis of structure volume, 

population estimation and understanding slop of the study area.  

 

 

 

Figure 5: 3D flight path of the UAV operation in kalshi area, Dhaka city. 
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Figure 6: Actual Image of a section in Kalshi Area. 

Another major result of this study was production of 3D map for the study area in order to understand the 

volumetric condition of building bulk and structure types. In the aspect, use of UAV was an effective idea, as for 

Dhaka city, no such data has been produced from 3D mapping. Additionally there were no state of art in case of 

Dhaka city, to explain the extent of use of ortho photos in extracting building footprint information and 

understanding building density (Nex and Remondino, 2014). The output from Pix4DMapper, and Correlator3D 

provided dense points cloud of the study area (Figure 8a), and corresponding 3D model and map has been 

produced (Figure 8b).  

  

 

Figure 7: (a) 7 cm DSM of a section in the study area (b) DTM produced from the ortho-images (c) Hill-shade of 

the DSM produced (d) Draped original image over the hill-shade layer. 
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Figure 8: (a) 3D point cloud generated for the study area (b) 3D model generated for study area. 

 

Providing details on how to use  UAV for urban environment like Dhaka city is only one section of this paper. 

The study also focuses on exploring the potentials of UAV in more details. As for Dhaka city or in general in 

Bangladesh the practice of UAV in geo-spatial data collection is yet not been established, thus the authors move 

forward to evaluate UAV methods with the existing satellite image output and conventional survey outputs to 

illustrate clearly the advantages of UAV in these environment. To begin with, we have compared possible 

satellite imagery methods outputs in general, and not only considered the quality of outcome, but also the 

potential cost and resources.The spatial resolution of the satellite images (high resolution) varies usually from 40 

cm to 69 cm (Table 1) which means that in the ground an object less than 1.5 m in size cannot be figured out; 

besides there are problems of cloud coverage and the canopy coverage underneath, in such case no feature can be 

identified without the help of direct filed visit. 

Table 1: GSD Comparison between UAV and satellite image methods 

Item Name Resolution Cloud  Coverage Remarks 

Satellite  Data 40 -69 cm Creates Trouble Workable 

UAV Data Up to 2 cm (out used) Not  Dependent 20x Better 

 

All these three issues GSD, cloud coverage and canopy coverage can be well handled with the UAV systems 

ensuring better quality of spatial data. In particular (from expert discussion at Dhaka) as much as 20 times better 

quality can be achieved in GSD if a carefully chosen UAV system is used. In addition, the usual cost of satellite 

image data is estimated 20 to 50 USD per square kilometer which is recurrent for any specific time frame while 

with UAV system multiple time frame data can be provided with same capital investment with no additional 

costs. The satellite image data collection has another significance hindrance of lead time requirement such as in 

some cases we have to wait for a couple of months for a fresh acquisition. Furthermore, there is a minimum 

order quantity for new (100 square kilometer) satellite image acquisition while with the UAV system there are 

no such limitations. It can be utilized for small to medium sized project area with no time delay (Zongjian, 

2008). 

The authors also have made detailed discussion with physical surveyors and asked them about the potential time 

and resources they need for 100 km
2
 survey in an urban setting like the case study area. The discussion outcome 

shows, It takes about 4 months to do topographic survey using 10 different stuff members for an Area of Interest 

(AOI) of 100 km
2
. This survey can provide an average quality of spatial data with a necessity of frequent filed 

visits. In addition, when compared with satellite imagery data extraction, for 100 km
2
, the time is found to be 

approximately 3 months, with slightly better quality than physical survey. However, both of them are highly 

limited in producing 3D maps, with the quality provided by UAV outcome. In contrast to traditional survey and 

costly satellite images, we found that it would probably take 4 weeks to cover the same 100 km
2
 with UAV, and 

the outcome images, extracted features, and models  of UAV would have better quality compared to physical 

survey and satellite images.   

4 Conclusion 

This paper illustrated the methodological process of UAV data extraction case study in a dense urban setting 

(Dhaka city). The study carefully describes the process of using UAV, elaborates the methods and provided use 

case scenario for UAV applications in planning and engineering activities in urban areas. Details on low cost 
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UAV, its path of operation and ways to process and extract valuable geo-spatial information added meaningful 

insight in the body of knowledge in the area of UAV applications. Additionally, it opens a wide range of options 

that industries and agencies (e.g. construction, urban planning) in Bangladesh can look for to make their data 

acquisition more accurate and efficient.  
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